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NEW
TOOLING!1:76 SCALE THORNYCROFT

NUBIAN

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 189

Mercedes Actros MP4 GSC Curtainside - 
Eddie Stobart 
New 1:76 scale truck tooling continues with the latest
Mercedes Actros MP4, which you can look forward to
with two cab variations - the GSC and SSC.  For our first
release we’ve chosen to bring you the GSC version in
Eddie Stobart  livery.  Registered G62 0ZD,  with the
signature girls’ names above the Mercedes badge on the

bonnet - in this case Nic Chick - the tractor unit is
decorated in white, grey, black and red with  graduated
green Stobart shading on the doors and across the front
of the bonnet. The interior is black.
The dark green curtainside trailer advertising its Stobart
Sustainable Distribution role is also highly decorated
across the back doors.  On a red chassis with red landing
gear, the red skirts have been given a white chevron effect
and the trailer is finished with a contrasting silver roof.   

SCALE PRICE
76MB001 1:76 £23.95

NEWMercedes Actros MP4 GSC
Curtainside - Eddie Stobart 

NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE
Austin Cambridge A60 - Persian Blue/White
The Austin Cambridge A60 was launched in 1961
and ceased production in 1969, during which
time over 276,000 were made.  Features of 
this four-door family saloon included rear
seating for three people, a 1.6L engine
and 3-speed gearbox.  
Our 1:76 scale newly tooled version 
of the 1961 Austin Cambridge A60 
is registered AJC 267C from 1965,
decorated in bright blue with chrome 
side stripes featuring a white coloured infill. 
The interior is black. In real life, the A60 featured
reduced tail fins and the body covered a slightly longer
wheelbase chassis, all faithfully reproduced on our new
model.  Bumpers, wheels, and radiator grille are all silver,
as are door handles, window surrounds. The black and
silver Austin badge is applied to the radiator and the

Austin Cambridge signature printed in silver runs 
across the boot.
This appealing little model from a nostalgic age of
motoring takes its place as another important classic
vehicle in the Oxford Automobile 1950s-1960s timeline.

Ford Cortina Mk III - Noel Edmonds
The Ford Cortina was the most popular UK car
throughout the 1970s and 1970 saw the launch of the 
Mk III which continued in production until 1976.
During the lifetime of the Cortina, as well as
its role as a popular family car, it was also
adapted for the race and rally sport and for
its latest model outing, we have chosen to
decorate it as raced by celebrity radio DJ
and TV presenter, Noel Edmonds. 
With the personalised registration plate
WILLMENT of co-driver John Willment, the car is
decorated in two-tone red and white with black roof and
a black band running along the sides.  The interior is also
black.  Racing as No. 19, printed on the bonnet and front
doors, additional graphics include the Motorcraft
sponsorship details on the bonnet, the sides of the front

doors and across the windscreen sun visor.  Finally, the
drivers’ names ‘John Willment racing with Noel Edmonds’
with the blue and white Ford logo are printed in black
along the length of the car on each side.

NEW
Tooling!

SCALE PRICE
76ASS003 1:76 £4.75

NEWAustin Seven RN Saloon -
Maroon

SCALE PRICE
76ASV003 1:76 £4.75

NEWAustin Seven RN Van -
Liptons Tea

SCALE PRICE
76COR3007 1:76 £4.75

NEWFord Cortina MkIII - 
Noel Edmonds

SCALE PRICE
76ACF001 1:76 £4.75

NEWAustin Cambridge A60 -
Persian Blue/White
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Messerschmitt KR200 Cabrio - Mimosa Yellow
We reviewed the second release of our new 1:18th scale Bubble Car in
Issue 187 and we have now scaled the model down to launch it in our
1:76 scale series, where this soft-top or cabriolet version from the
1950s is an exact replica of its 1:18 scale counterpart. It comes
decorated in bright Mimosa Yellow with black ‘canvas’ hood,
the interior floor and seating is black with the added
detail of silver piping to the seats. The chassis is also
black. Access was through a canopy door hinged on
the right hand side of the vehicle. The door includes
the windshield and window frames which closed
over the occupants as a monocoque construction
and secured on the left hand side.  Attention to detail
on our model includes silver knobs and steering wheel
while the Mimosa Yellow dashboard has silver rims to the
dashboard dials. Registered 171 DPO in the UK, the car was designed
to be driven either on the right or the left of the road without any
mechanical modifications, all down to its two seater tandem format.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
76MBC002 1:76 £4.45

NEWMesserschmitt KR200
Cabrio - Mimosa Yellow

NEW
SET!

SCALE PRICE
SP103 1:76 £9.95

NEWCarfest 2015 Set

SCALE PRICE
76MGTC004 1:76 £4.75

NEWMGTC - Black

SCALE PRICE
76ZEP008 1:76 £4.75

NEWFord Zephyr - Monaco Red
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SCALE PRICE
76SET36 1:76 £15.25

NEW3 Piece Farm Trailers Set

1:76 SCALE
Massey Ferguson 135 - Red
Massey Ferguson is a household name in agricultural
circles, originally founded in Newcastle, Ontario in 1847
by Daniel Massey.  He initially assembled US manufactured
threshers before expanding to produce the company’s own
agricultural vehicles under the name Massey Ferguson Manufacturing
Limited directed by his son Hart Massey.  The company is now a
subsidiary of AGCO with headquarters in Georgia USA and is still 
a world leader in farm machinery.  The Massey Ferguson 135 was
manufactured in the Detroit USA factory between 1965 and 
1979 and superseded by the MF35 version.  In the first 
year over 13,000 rolled off the production line. 
Our newly tooled 1:76 replica comes in bright red with 
white roof and exhaust stack and black interior.  The 
heels are red and silver and the engine is coloured a 
blue grey.  Note the Massey Ferguson 135 lettering 
along the sides above the engine and the Massey 
Ferguson marque on the front grille.  The model will 
be a favourite for all the many farm model enthusiasts, 
young and old, for whom tractors hold a life-long fascination. 

SCALE PRICE
76MF001 1:76 £4.75

NEWMassey Ferguson 135 - Red

SCALE PRICE
76SET33 1:76 £22.95

NEW5 Piece Tractor Set

SCALE PRICE
76FARM004 1:76 £5.25

NEWLivestock Trailer - Red

SCALE PRICE
76FARM005 1:76 £5.25

NEWFarm Trailer - Green

SCALE PRICE
76FARM006 1:76 £5.25

NEWBaler - Blue

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
SET!

NEW
SET!
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
76LRC002 1:76 £8.95

NEWLand Rover FT6 Carmichael -
Westland Aircraft Ltd

SCALE PRICE
76FT020 1:76 £4.75

NEWFord Transit LWB High Roof -
West Sussex Fire & Rescue

SCALE PRICE
76FTC003 1:76 £4.75

NEWFord Transit Connect - 
Cork City Fire Brigade

Thornycroft Nubian - 
City of Birmingham AFS
The unusual yellow livery
on this newly tooled
fire appliance will 
add an interesting
dimension to your
emergency vehicle
line-up.  The fine
tooling detail is
remarkable, as is 
the high level of
different coloured
paintwork.
Registered XOG
99J, our first release is
modelled on an appliance
used by the City of Birmingham Airport Fire
Services.  The exterior colour scheme is in
contrast to the black interior with grey dashboard and
black steering wheel.    
Transport Equipment Ltd's Thornycroft Nubian Major was
first introduced in 1966 as a high performance crash
tender chassis carrying increased loads of foam and water
supplies delivered by the roof mounted monitor and
separate hand lines.  Powered by a Cummings V-8 diesel
engine the 18 ton vehicle could exceed a speed of 

60m.p.h.  Carmichael's ‘Jetranger’ was quickly adapted by
many airport and military authorities worldwide with
several fire engineering firms producing airport fire
engines on the chassis. The first release depicts a
Birmingham Airport  'Jetranger'  delivered in 1971, one of
a pair to serve at Birmingham's Elmdon Airport. Following
withdrawal from the Birmingham Airport fleet it then
operated at Lydd Airport, Kent before being acquired for
restoration and preservation in its original yellow livery.

NEW
Tooling!SCALE PRICE

76TN001 1:76 £14.95

NEWThornycroft Nubian - 
City of Birmingham AFS
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LAND ROVER

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Land Rover Series 1 88" Hard Top - Post Office Telephones
This 1:43 scale replica is the larger version of the model which
already features in our 1:76 scale series and will appeal no
doubt to both Land Rover enthusiasts and collectors
of Post Office vehicles across the ages.
Registered  PGO 997, our model operated out of
the PO Engineering Dept. CN, 2-12 Gresham
Street, London EC2, according to the printing
detail on the doors .  Decorated in the signature
green of the Post Office Telephones at that
time, including the wheel hubs, additional
decoration includes the Crown
reproduced in gold, red,
blue and white on the
vehicle sides.  The
distinctive Land Rover
Series 1 88” radiator grille
is finished in black and
silver and incorporates
the Land Rover badge, also
in black and silver.  The vehicle
interior is black and the model is
finished off with the spare wheel fixed to
the top of the bonnet, just like the real thing. 

SCALE PRICE
LAN188006 1:43 £11.95

NEWLand Rover Series 1 88" Hard
Top - Post Office Telephones

SCALE PRICE
76LAN188006 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover Series 1 88" Hard Top -
Post Office Telephones

SCALE PRICE
76LAN1109009 1:76 £4.75

NEWLand Rover Series 1 109"
Canvas - British Railways
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1:76 SCALE
Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - Lough Swilly
The sixth release on our Leyland
Royal Tiger carries the proud
Irish livery of the recently
defunct Lough Swilly Bus
Company.  The company
started originally as the
Londonderry & Lough
Swilly Railway Company 
in the 1850s and ventured
into bus and road freight
transport in 1929.  The 
last railway line closed in
1953 but the successful 
bus service side of the
operation continued until it went
into liquidation in April 2014 following a High Court
action against Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs.
Historically the company had been the last Victorian
railway company to survive as a commercial transport
enterprise into the 21st Century.  
The coach was manufactured between 1950-1954 with an
underfloor engine on a heavyweight single deck bus or
coach chassis. It was used by many of the major bus

companies, several of which we have modelled in this 1:76
scale series.  Our latest addition in its Lough Swilly livery
has a destination board of Malin Head and is registered
ECK 159.  Decorated in grey with red roof and trim, the
interior is brown with red seating and the chassis black.
The bus company logo features on both sides and the
Leyland Royal Tiger badge is located in its customary
central position below the windscreen.

SCALE PRICE
76LRT006 1:76 £14.95

NEWLeyland Royal Tiger Coach -
Lough Swilly

SCALE PRICE
76SET38 1:76 £26.95

Southdown Centenary Set -
Leyland Royal Tiger &
Weymann Fanfare

SCALE PRICE
76MJ010 1:76 £4.75

NEWMorris J Van - British RailSCALE PRICE
76PB008 1:76 £4.95

NEWCommer PB - Royal Mail

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:43 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
DSP002  1:43 £22.95

NEWDaimler SP250 - Royal Red

SCALE PRICE
ASV004 1:43 £13.95

NEWAustin Seven RN Van - LMS

Daimler SP250 - Royal Red
We launched the new 1:43 scale Daimler SP250 (Daimler
Dart) in Issue 184 with its hood in the upright position.
Our second release has a celebrity feel to it, being a
replica of TV presenter and motoring journalist Quentin
Willson’s car.  It comes as an open topped version with
cherished number plate UGS 5 and is painted a superb
gloss red. 
Manufactured by the Daimler Company in Coventry
between 1959 and 1964, the SP250 was the last car to be
launched by Daimler before its parent company sold the

marque to Jaguar Cars in 1960.  Originally described as a
2 + 2 sports car, it came with a fibreglass body, either a 4-
speed manual or 3-speed automatic gearbox and fitted
with a 2.5 litre iron-block V-8 140 hp engine.
Our model features a black interior with detailed
dashboard instrument panel, automatic transmission gear
stick, printed interior door handle and window winder
handle and black flooring.  The folded hood behind the
seats is also black.  There is a single driver’s side wing
mounted mirror.  Further attention to authentic detail
sees the model with spoked wheel hubs and bumpers
with over-riders.  

SCALE PRICE
ASS004 1:43 £14.95

NEWAustin Seven RN Saloon -
Westminster Green
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1:43 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
AT001 1:43 £21.95

Austin Low Loader Taxi - Black 

Mini Car - Just Divorced
The livery on our 1:43 scale Classic 
Mini may well appeal to a good friend 
with a sense of humour, serving to see a
positive side to their recent life-changing
experience.  The graphics on this colourful
little model painted in bright yellow with
white roof, red interior, standard wheels
and graffiti style lettering say it all.  Even
the roof sees the shackles broken!  
And it comes in bespoke packaging, 
so you can present this 
well-meaning gift most attractively.  
We hope it cheers the recipient up!

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SCALE PRICE
MIN021 1:43 £7.95

NEWMini Car - Tweed Grey/
Old English White

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:43 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
MIN022  1:43 £7.95

NEWMini Car - Just Divorced
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AMERICAN

1:87 SCALE
AMERICAN

SCALE PRICE
87ED58005 1:87 £4.75

NEW1958 Ford Edsel Citation - 
Ice Green/Snow White

SCALE PRICE
87MT57002 1:87 £4.95

NEW1957 Mercury Turnpike -
Moonmist Yellow/Classic White

SCALE PRICE
87MU65002 1:87 £4.95

NEW1965 Ford Mustang Convertible -
Tropical Turquoise

SCALE PRICE
87LC41005 1:87 £4.95

NEW1941 Lincoln Continental -
Paradise Green

SCALE PRICE
87LC56002 1:87 £4.95

NEW1956 Continental MkII -
Amethyst/Dubonnet

SCALE PRICE
87ME49006 1:87 £4.95

1949 Mercury - 
Temple Gray/Dakota Gray

SCALE PRICE
87TH56006 1:87 £4.95

NEW1956 Ford Thunderbird -
Raven Black/Colonial White

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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N SCALE
Mini - Black and Wicker
Already produced in 1:76 scale, if you missed this popular model
first time around, you can now buy this most attractive little
Oxford Classic Mini in 1:148 scale, with all the detail of its
larger counterpart.  Cleverly printed to create the
wicker finish of the real car, it is a replica of the one
owned by the late Peter Sellers, registered 6189 PK.
The interior is dark grey and additional detail to the
exterior includes the Austin Cooper badge on the
bonnet with the Austin Cooper scripted marque on the
boot.  The distinctive front bumper and radiator grille are
sprayed silver and silver/black respectively.

SCALE PRICE
NIRZ001 1:148 £7.95

Scania Irizar PB Coach -
Bus Eireann/Eurolines

SCALE PRICE
NAEC008 1:148 £6.45

AEC Matador - 
Royal Artillery France

SCALE PRICE
NSFE002 1:148 £6.95

Scania Pump Ladder - West
Sussex Fire & Rescue Service

SCALE PRICE
NCA002 1:148 £4.45

Bedford CA Ice Cream - Walls

SCALE PRICE
NFT003 1:148 £4.75

Ford Transit Van - RAC

SCALE PRICE
NBSA001 1:148 £3.49

BSA Motorbike/Sidecar AA

SCALE PRICE
NMN004 1:148 £3.95

NEWMini - Black and Wicker
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1:76 SCALE

Volvo FH4 Curtainside - Eddie Stobart 
New tooling on the equally new real life Volvo FH4 brings
another modern addition to our truck series.  We have
also provided for two versions of the cab - the G and
GXL, both promising a wealth of livery opportunities -
and we have chosen the G version to launch our first
release, hauling a curtainside trailer in the familiar Eddie
Stobart colour scheme. 
Registered KR13 VYD, the tractor unit is decorated in 
a distinctive black, grey and white with 

red skirt, white aerofoil, black sun visor and with the
multi shaded and cleverly applied modern green Stobart
graphics along the side.  Note the added detail of a right
hand water tank in black and the fuel tank in silver.  The
curtainside trailer advertising the company’s Delivering
Sustainable Distribution slogan is in dark green with silver
roof, red chassis and printed with white and red lettering.  
The back doors are also highly decorated in degrees of
green and white, also featuring the Eddie Stobart name
and website details.

NEW
Tooling!

SCALE PRICE
76VOL4001 1:76 £22.95

NEWVolvo FH4 Curtainside -
Eddie Stobart 

SCALE PRICE
76DBU002 1:76 £26.95

NEWScania Topline Drawbar - 
A. Pettifor & Son Ltd

SCALE PRICE
76SC110003 1:76 £15.95

NEWScania 110 Flatbed Trailer -
James McBride

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 
Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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Gloster Gladiator with Skis - Fl 19 
Fänrik Karlsson, Rovaniemi, 1940
Our latest release on the 1:72 Gloster Gladiator bi-plane
fighter commemorates an aircraft that was part of the
Swedish Volunteer reserve force that joined the Finnish
Air Force in November 1939 following an attack on the
country by the Soviet Union.  Although Sweden was a
neutral country, its government were aware that if the
Russians overtook Finland, Sweden was next in line.
Between November 1939 and March 1940, the Swedish
Air Force reserve flew alongside the Finns and resisted
the Russian attack.  Swedish volunteer Fänrik (Pilot 

Officer) Josef Gideon Karlsson
was part of the defending
force against a Russian
attack on the town of

Rovaniemi, Lapland on 10th March 1940.  Whilst on
combat patrol over the town, he surprised six enemy
aircraft and attacked, downing one before returning
to base with a damaged propeller.  He survived the

war and died in Stockholm in 1972.
For this release, the Gloster Gladiator comes for the first
time with skis, as would have been used on the real-life
aircraft.  There are two silver coloured skis on each
underside of the front fuselage and one under the tail.
The aircraft is decorated in a dark green and pale grey
camouflage scheme with pale blue underside with white,
blue and yellow printed graphics.  One of the many fine
details on the model sees the two blade propeller being
given a wooden effect with yellow propeller cap.

SCALE PRICE
76QLD002 1:76 £12.95

NEWBedford QLD - 1st Armoured
Division 1941

SCALE PRICE
76CMP008 1:76 £8.95

NEWCMP LAA Tractor - 1st Canadian
Div. NW Europe 1945

1:76
SCALEMILITARY

1:72
SCALEAVIATION

NEWGloster Gladiator with Skis -
Fl 19 Fänrik Karlsson, 1940

SCALE PRICE
AC056 1:72 £14.95

UPDATED
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE

This is a new division within Oxford
which is handling the
manufacture of 1:76 scale
railway related products.
These wagons are based on
the standard 12 Ton Mineral wagon.
Designed to RCH specifications (Railway
Clearing House) these wagons had a universal
length of 16'6" with a width of 8'0" and wheelbase of 

9'0".  The wagons employed standard 
RCH fittings throughout and
were originally built as the
Oxford Rail model depicts
with seven side planks, making

an overall body height of 4' 4".
The Oxford Rail Standard RCH 12 Ton

Mineral wagon boasts finely engraved body with
underframe detail plus NEM couplings as standard.

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

Dorset
2015 Show

Model

SCALE PRICE
76FB6002 1:76 £14.95

NEWFowler B6 Showmans Loco
(Dorset) Supreme 

OR76MW7004 - £8.95
16 Weymouth & District Co-op

OR76MW7005 - £8.95
217 Coventry Collieries

OR76MW7006 - £8.95
286 Arley Colliery

Fowler B6 Showmans Locomotive (Dorset) Supreme 
Built 1934, Supreme was the last Fowler showman’s road
locomotive to be built.  It was supplied to Mrs A Deakin
of Brynmawr, South Wales, with many special extras ‘as
new’ including chromium plating.  After only seven years it
was commandeered and used to haul railway locos to
Glasgow Docks and later demolition work. Purchased by
Jack Wharton in 1958 it was restored over 12 years

(25,000 hours).  It was rallied extensively until Jack’s death
when he bequeathed Supreme to the National Motor
Museum, Beaulieu, Hampshire.  No longer required by
them, Beaulieu offered it to John Wharton in December
2002.  Major boiler work was recently undertaken and it
is currently presented in her wartime guise. Supreme will
eventually return to her original showman’s glory.  Owned
by John Wharton, Minster Lovell, Witney, Oxon.
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

Ford 400E Van - British Rail
Already available in 1:43 scale, this newly tooled 1:76 scale
version of the Ford 400E van will please 00 scale railway
modellers, providing an authentic lineside vehicle in its
maroon and cream British Rail colour scheme.  Registered
NVY 385, the level of detail extends to the tiny red and
silver Thames marque on the flat fronted bonnet and 
above the rear number plate.  Additional detail comprises
chromework to the side window dividers, filler cap, door
handles, wheel trims and hub caps.  Black masking to
window surrounds, bumpers, radiator grille and 
wheels completes 
the realistic look.

Ford Transit Mk I - White
Our newly tooled Ford Transit Mk 1 is a replica of the
van which Ford of Europe started manufacturing in 1965.
The fact that the marque has remained a leading Ford
model, evolving over the years is testament to its popularity
and longevity with over eight million sales to date.  
Registered GYH 194D from 1966, our model features
the long wheelbase, widened wheel arches and rear
double doors of its real-life counterpart.  Contrasting
black has been applied to the chassis, window surrounds,
radiator and radiator slots, interior and the steering wheel.
The wheels are also white with silver hub caps.  Door handles
and the wing mirrors mounted on the front of the bonnet are
also silver while the bumpers are finished in chrome. 

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

SCALE PRICE
76FT1001 1:76 £4.95

NEWFord Transit Mk1 - White

SCALE PRICE
76FT3001 1:76 £4.95

NEWFord Transit Mk3 - White

SCALE PRICE
76FDE001 1:76 £5.25

NEWFord 400E Van - British Rail

SCALE PRICE
76TR010 1:76 £7.95

NEWMobile Trailer - AA

Ford Transit Mk 3 - White
The third generation of the Ford Transit was
manufactured/assembled between 1986 and 2003.  
It was a completely new shape and came in various
styles from 3/4 door van, 4-door minibus, 4-door
crew cab or even a 2-door pickup. 
Our newly tooled model is registered H866 ELP
from 1990 and we’ve chosen to replicate the long
wheelbase model.  Painted in all-over white with
contrasting black window surrounds, bumpers,
grilles, door handles and side trim, the interior is
pale grey with black steering wheel.  The Ford
badge is printed in blue on the front of the bonnet
and the Transit Ford lettering is also printed across
the lower part of the back doors. 

NEW
Tooling!

1:76 SCALE
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AR90 AR89 AR88AR91AR92AR93AR94

AR97 AR96 AR95AR98AR99AR100AR101

AR51b AR43a AR102AR103AR104AR105AR106

AR109 AR108 AR107AR110AR111AR112AR113

AR75AR76AR77AR78AR79

AR83 AR82 AR81AR84AR85AR86AR87

AR114 Guy Album: Guy was one of the great names in British commercial
vehicle history.  Few enthusiasts today realise that in the 1920s Guy also
made cars.  The firm aimed to offer all kinds of road vehicles, cars, buses
and lorries, all built to high standards.  All Guy vehicles were essentially

handmade, inspiring loyalty among Guy owners as well as among the
dedicated staff in Wolverhampton. In this publication we tell the
story of Guy Motors, from its optimistic birth before the Great War,
to its slow death under British Leyland ownership.AR114

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 
ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636,
Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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